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The British Have A Hand In
The Shevchenko Case
The following report was released by Lyndon
LaRouche, chairman of the U.S. Labor Party on April 15:

Cyrus Vance's efforts in Africa. the Middle East and the

Investigations by u.s. Labor Party security officers

SALT negotiations. the included objective is to proceed to
decimate the national security capabilities of the FBI in

have established that the current flap around United
Nations employee, Soviet citizen Shevchenko and the

Apart from the London-Kissinger effort to destablize

the same way as has been done with the recent massive
purging of the CIA. The section of the CIA which was

internal U.S. flap concerning actions against leading

most

former and present officials of the Federal Bureau of

British sympathizers Kissinger, Mondale, Brzezinski.

Investigations

and Turner was the section which uncovered and
prevented the 1974 British deployment of the "Black

are

inseparable

parts

of

the

same

package. The key U.S. figures behind the scenes in both
affairs are Henry Kissinger, former Kissinger protege

extensively

crippled

by

collaboration

among

September" terrorist gang into the United States from

Morton Halperin. and William F. Buckley. with overall

Toronto.

direction of both the FBI and Shevchenko affairs or
chetrated from London.

secret intelligence deployment. The section of the FBI
currently under attack by Kissinger and Halperin is the

E"very indication to date strongly suggests that
Shevchenko has been acting over an extended period

internal security section focused on investigation of
terrorist groups inside the United States.

Montreal.

and Vancouver bases of British

either as a British-network-controlled "double agent"
against the Soviet leadership. or as a "triple agent"
acting as a "double" for Soviet penetration of British

KiSSinger Endorses Terrorism

British intelligence-trained Henry Kissinger. who has

linked U.S. intelligence networks. It is notable that
Shevchenko's current attorney-of-record. Gross. is a

recently publicly declared his conditional sympathy for

British-educated personality. a member of a law firm

Department of Justice deployments against threatened

Italian terrorists. is acting in the wake of significant U.S.

deeply linked to British background. and a recipient of

terrorism in the U.S. coal fields and terrorist forces in

the Order of the British Empire.

such locations as the state of Washington. All terrorist

Although the most evident use of the Shevchenko affair
is a British effort to destabilize U.S. Secretary of State

telligence-interfaced networks of the Institute for Policy

forces in the United States are linked to the British in

Cyrus Vance's SALT discussions in Moscow, the effort to

Studies (IPS). IPS. until recently led by Marcus Raskin

develop Shevchenko as a "double" or possible "triple"

and Richard Barnet, is interfaced with European and

agent is also being played upon in top security and in

Middle East terrorism through elements of Israeli in
telligence and through its branch. the Transnational

telligence circles behind the scenes as part of a factional
effort to discredit the FBI. The latter effort involves the
attempt to represent three key FBI-controlled Soviet

Institute offices in The Netherlands. It also interfaces the
British intelligence's "conflict studies" planning agency

defectors of long standing as Soviet-controlled "triple

for international terrorism.

agents," KGB plants.

The connection between terrorism and the Shevchenko
case comes around full circle with the fact that Richard

In the USA itself. U.S. Labor Party security in
vestigations have firmly established that although
Morton Halperin and William Buckley are the more

Barnet recently formally resigned from leadership of
IPS to take a key position in the same UN office in which

visible agents behind this affair.

both Halperin and

Shevchenko is employed. Barnet's links to British in

Buckley. aided by other key players. are each pushing
the respective "left" and "right" factions in the FBI

telligence and the fact that Shevchenko's lawyer's firm is
also prominently linked to British intelligence dovetails

affair onto the collision courses desired by master

with the British intelligence pedigrees of both Kissinger

"orchestrator" Henry Kissinger.

and Buckley.
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The Industrial. Development of Southern Africa
"The United' States and
southern Africa - all the
countries of southern Af
rica - have a profound
common interest in a vast
expansion
of m utually
beneficial trade. An indus
trially advanced and ad
vancing southern African
region should not only be
at the forefront of Ameri
can policy toward the re
gion, but the very process
of that development, creat
ing as it will a tremendous
market for American high
technology exports and
capital equipment. will be
a powerful stimulant to the
U.S. economy. creating
jobs and gearing up indus
trial capacity...

A CONFERENCE SPONSORED BY

The Fusion Energy Foundation
MA Y 2, 1978
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Dr. Frederick Seitz.
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A Representative.
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- from the Fusion Energy
Foundation's conference proposal
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For

further information contact: the Fusion Energy Foundation
G.P.O. Box 1943. New York. New York 10001 (202)563-8iU5
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